Course
Prohibited
Areas 2017

The NW200 prohibited areas booklet details the sections of the course that must remain
clear of all spectators, officials, press, first aid personnel and marshals at all time during
practice sessions and racing. These areas have been identified by the Course Set Up and
Hardware risk assessments and are there to ensure the safety of all.
All prohibited areas to be marked with signage on fencing and within the area itself with
staked signs:

PROHIBITED
AREA
NO TRACKSIDE PERSONNEL DURING PRACTICE SESSIONS AND RACING.
ALL PERSONNEL POSITIONED IN THEIR DESIGNATED AREA.
All prohibited areas are marked in red and detailed in the accompanying maps.

1. START AREA Zone A:
Area prohibited from corner of Start line Grandstand (14 metres from kerbside) and
continues down to stream and then angles out to 30 mph sign. From 30 mph the total area
is prohibited in front of fence on both sides of road. This also includes the area on the right
side of the road opposite the bungalow.




All spectators behind fence to left and right side of road to Millbank Avenue.
Total area along footpath and cycle path prohibited.

2. MILL BANK, Zone B:
Total area prohibited in front of house boundaries on left hand side of road and fence on
right hand side of road also in front of rope which is positioned 30 metres up Mill Bank
Avenue. Ensure garden at the corner of Mill Bank is kept clear of all personnel.



All areas at this location to left hand side are totally prohibited of spectators. Right
hand side to Primrose Hill is fenced, with spectators behind fence.

3. PRIMROSE CORNER, Zone B:
Total area prohibited in front of house boundaries on the left hand side of the road and area
on the right hand side behind the Recticel bales. Ensure the sloped banking on left hand side
at the middle of Primrose Corner Is prohibited to spectators. These areas are roped a long
golf course as detailed in risk assessment.

4.YORK CORNER, Zone C:
Total area prohibited in front of the houses and fence boundaries on both sides of road.
Ensure area behind Recticel bales is totally prohibited to all personnel.



Ensure total area on right of corner is prohibited to all personnel, Officials, Marshals,
Photographers. Personnel behind fence in gardens.

5. MILL ROAD, Zone C:
All areas in front of house boundaries to be prohibited on both sides of the road from York
Corner Hairpin to Mill Road Roundabout. All areas in front of the fencing and house
boundaries prohibited also area in front of Cromore Service Station barriers. From the Mill
Road roundabout to Station Corner the area in front of all house boundaries both sides of
the plus hedge boundary to Station Corner prohibited.



Areas on right hand side of the exit, front of bungalow are prohibited to all
personnel also the two small fields on left side exit of corner.
The area round roundabout outside totally prohibited to all personnel.

6. GALVALLY, Zone C:
The area prohibited in the Westbury Estate at the entrance from Galvally road to the far end
of the estate to the wooden fence adjoining 160 Station Road along the line of the site road
running south.

7. STATION CORNER, Zone D:
Total area prohibited in front of the wooden fence on the right hand side and in front of
rope on left hand side of road.

8 – 10. BLACKBRIDGE TO UNIVERSITY CORNER, Zone D:
On the slip road leading uphill to the bridge prohibited. From the Road sign to the Bridge no
track side personnel. The entire area on the course side is prohibited.
Also the total area prohibited in front of wire fences on both sides of road.
From Dundooan Cross Roads on the left hand side of the grass verge to the railway line, the
total area prohibited i.e. no personnel should stand on left hand side apex of corner behind
the large signs/trees.

11 UNIVERSITY CORNER, Zone D:
The right side exit of University Corner prohibited to the railway line. Run-Off on the
entrance to Roundabout totally prohibited, also on the right hand side on entry to the
corner between road and the wooden fence.



All marshals and first aid are required to stand the enclosure during racing.

12 LINK ROAD TO BALLYSALLY ROUNDABOUT, Zone E:
Total area prohibited along road to roundabout in front of the wooden fences also around
the roundabout, total area prohibited in front of wooden fence and areas on both sides of
road exiting roundabout.

 All areas are prohibited on right side up to fence on entrance and exit of corner.
 Area to left side on entrance too roundabout and around roundabout prohibited back
distance of five metres.

13. JUNCTION OF LOGUESTOWN ROAD & ATLANTIC ROAD (Formerly known as NICHOLLS)
Right hand side of Atlantic Road prohibited from Loguestown Road junction to Pole no 1C.
Entire Atlantic Road prohibited on both sides to Mathers Cross.

5. MATHERS CHICANE
All areas in front of this rope are prohibited, as is the field on the left hand side of the road
between Islandtasserty Road junction and Cottages on the left at the Exit of the Mather’s
Chicane. Total area in front of wooden fence on the banking on right hand side of road, also
on left hand side of road 100 metres back towards 14 from side of road and 100 metres
forward towards 16 and 200 metres up Islandtasserty Road.

 Ensure all spectators are kept behind rope on right side at entrance to Islandtasserty
Road, also behind wooden fence on approach to corner right hand side.
The entire area from the end of Huston’s farm lane past the chicane on the R/H side up to
the top of the embankment at the end of the new wall. This area will extend back from the
roadside up the field until it reaches the roped off line stretching from half way up Huston’s
farm lane across the field to the first telegraph pole on to the next telegraph pole and then
down towards the end of the wall at the top of the embankment. The land behind this is
private, and all areas trackside are also prohibited.
The area from the end of the wall back in a race direction towards the corner of both walls
where the private house land starts and in a direction up the field to the east is designated
private land. A new fence will run from behind the wall along the top of the embankment
and any ground in front of this is prohibited to spectators.
The field between the houses on the L/H side and the large field as you approach the
chicane is also prohibited.
The entire area from entering the chicane until exiting and towards the crossroads is
prohibited.
The field past the crossroads on the L/H side is also prohibited.
This section between Mathers Chicane and Magherabuoy has sections of footpath and
these areas along with all roadside sections are prohibited during practice sessions and
racing.
Marshals/First Aid position at the 10m point along the fence between the first small field
and the larger second field past the houses on the L/H side as you approach the chicane.

Marshals/first Aid position at the top of the embankment at the end of the wall nearest the
chicane. This post will be behind the fencing but with access to the chicane area so as to
allow quick response to incidents.

18. MAGHERABUOY
Total area prohibited in front of fence on right and left hand sides from 200 metres before
and until 200 metres after the crossroads. Area in front of all house boundaries prohibited.

20. GLENVALE TO METROPOLE
Total area prohibited in front of house boundaries on both sides of road to pole No 21 at
Metropole. Area prohibited down Eglinton Street to the barrier, 300 metres back to allow
for runoff. Area behind railings on right hand side in front of Metropole Hotel prohibited.
Area in front of the embankment is prohibited.

21. CHURCH CORNER
Flowerbed areas all prohibited including area in front of flowerbeds. All footpaths and
sections of the course in front of fenced and roped off areas are all prohibited during
practice sessions and racing. Barriers inside church wall on corner are prohibited to all
personnel.

22. BLACKHILL

23 – 24. COAST ROAD
All areas prohibited in front of the guard fencing at Tides Restaurant and Inn On The Coast.
Total area prohibited on both sides of the road in front of house boundaries and permanent
fences. All footpaths and sections of the course in front of fenced and roped off areas are all
prohibited during practice sessions and racing.

23. BALLYREAGH – JUNIPER

24/25 JUNIPER TO QUARRY HILL
Total area prohibited on the right hand side of the road to the point at the right hand end of
the car park, at the right hand side of the entrance to the field from the car park, in a direct
line, including the car park starting at a point 50 metres back from gateway. On the right
side of Quarry Hill before the finish line area totally fenced and prohibited.

25. FINISH AREA
Area in front of the timekeeper’s bus to the apex of the corner totally prohibited. Also all
areas outside of wire fence through to entrance to main road.

 No spectator access from this point, marshals to ensure direct onto coast side to golf
course.
 Need to ensure all spectators are behind entrance gate to paddock and link road during
practice and race day.
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